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Abstract In a viscoelastic Earth, stresses slowly built up due to fault locking are relaxed concurrently during
the entire interseismic period. This interseismic stress relaxation causes crustal deformation much farther
away from the locked fault than can be explained using elastic models that neglect the relaxation. Here we
develop a viscoelastic geodetic inversion model to address this problem at Cascadia. We invert ~500
horizontal velocity vectors based on continuous and campaign geodetic measurements over the past two
decades. Ambiguities arising from long-term rotation of upper-plate crustal blocks are addressed by
test-correcting the geodetic velocities with two different block-motionmodels. Fault back slip (i.e., slip deficit)
Green’s functions are derived using a Maxwell viscoelastic finite element model with realistic subduction
zone structure and megathrust geometry. The preferred model features a narrow and shallow megathrust
locked zone, consistent with earlier thermorheological reasoning. For an elastic model to fit the data to the same
fidelity, megathrust locking has to extend to much greater depths. However, even with the viscoelastic model, the
land-based geodetic data still cannot resolve whether there is some creep (incomplete locking) in the shallowest
part of the megathrust far offshore. Neither can the land data fully resolve along-strike variations of the
locking state. These ambiguities can be resolved only when adequate seafloor geodetic data are obtained.

1. Introduction

The Cascadia subduction zone, where the Juan de Fuca plate subducts beneath the North America (NA) plate,
has produced great megathrust earthquakes in the past (Atwater, 1987; Goldfinger et al., 2017). The last event
occurred in A.D. 1700 (Satake et al., 2003), and the margin is presently in a late stage of interseismic strain
accumulation toward the next event. Contemporary geodetic observations provide unambiguous evidence
that the megathrust is currently locked to some degree (e.g., Henton, 2000; Khazaradze et al., 1999;
Mazzotti et al., 2003; McCaffrey et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2001; Savage et al., 1991; Schmalzle et al., 2014),
but it is unclear whether it is fully locked and how far downdip the locked zone extends. The working hypoth-
esis of full locking of a narrow segment at shallow depths, as is featured in many of the Cascadia locking
models, is consistent with the warm thermal state of the subduction zone and the paucity of interplate seis-
micity at present (see review by Wang & Tréhu, 2016). To constrain geodetically the locking state of the
Cascadia megathrust, understanding the effect of interseismic viscoelastic stress relaxation and making
near-field, seafloor observations are among the most important requirements.

The main objective of this work is to address the issue of interseismic stress relaxation by inverting geodetic
observations using a three-dimensional viscoelastic finite element model. Although the study, like any other
studies at present, cannot uniquely define the locking state of the Cascadia megathrust, it helps tominimize a
major source of uncertainty. More importantly, the results have significant global implications. The vast
majority of megathrust locking models worldwide assume an elastic Earth model and may be affected by
similar uncertainties in resolving the downdip distribution of locking. The results presented here represent
a case study to illustrate the problem and to suggest a strategy to solve it. A secondary objective is to docu-
ment ambiguities of the locking models, even with the improved Earth rheology, to provide guidance for
future research such as making seafloor geodetic observations.

All the basic concepts regarding viscoelastic earthquake-cycle deformation in subduction zones have been
well established over the past five decades (e.g., Bott & Dean, 1973; Cohen, 1984; Elsasser, 1969; Matsu’ura
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& Sato, 1989; Miyashita, 1987; Savage, 1983; Thatcher & Rundle, 1984; Wang, Hu, et al., 2012). For the focus of the
present paper, it is important to emphasize that viscoelastic stress relaxation is not limited to postseismic
deformation shortly after the earthquake. Long after the earthquake, even if the stress induced by the
earthquake is nearly fully relaxed, stresses built up due to the locking of the megathrust are being relaxed at
the same time, regardless of whether the deformation rate is still changing with time (Wang, Hu, et al., 2012).

Figure 1 illustrates the main difference between elastic and viscoelastic models. In a hypothetical elastic
Earth, if the interseismic locked zone is assumed to be the same as the coseismic rupture zone, the resultant
surface deformation is simply a subdued mirror image of coseismic formation, confined to be close to the
locked fault. In a viscoelastic Earth, provided that the fault has been locked for a long time and that the locked
zone is long in the strike direction, the same megathrust locking can cause surface deformation much farther
away from the locked fault because of stress relaxation in the mantle. This widespread deformation is com-
monly observed at subduction zones that are in a late stage of interseismic locking, such as the Japan Trench
prior to the 2011 moment magnitude (Mw) 9 Tohoku-oki earthquake and Cascadia at present. If the observed
deformation is to be explained using an elastic model, megathrust locking has to be incorrectly assumed to
extend to large depths, a common problem in pre-Tohoku-oki locking models (Wang et al., 2018). For
Cascadia, Wang et al. (2003) purposely introduced deep locking, referred to as “effective transition,” in order
to account for the missing effect of viscoelastic relaxation in an elastic model.

Three-dimensional viscoelastic deformation models have been used to model contemporary crustal defor-
mation at Cascadia, but the models presented in this paper are the first finite element-based geodetic inver-
sion models for this subduction zone. Earlier finite element viscoelastic models such as those in Wang et al.
(2001) and Wang, Hu, et al. (2012) are forward models designed to explain the first-order pattern of geodetic
observations. The inverse viscoelastic models of Pollitz and Evans (2017) are based on analytical solutions
that necessarily simplify the Earth structure such as not including a subducting slab. Compared to the work
of Pollitz and Evans (2017), our study is more process-focused and designed to address the main theme illu-
strated by Figure 1.

2. Geodetic Data

In this study, we invert decade-scale velocities of continuous and campaign Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) sites reported by McCaffrey et al. (2013). The effect of episodic slow slip around the mantle-

Figure 1. Cartoon illustration of the role of mantle rheology in controlling surface deformation due to fault slip or locking.
(top) In coseismic deformation, the mantle response is elastic. (bottom left) In a hypothetical elastic Earth, interseismic
deformation is a mirror image of coseismic deformation. (bottom right) In a viscoelastic Earth, stress relaxation causes wide
spread upper-plate deformation if the megathrust has been locked for a long time. The black arrows represent surface
displacement or velocity. The opposing hollow arrows represent strain or strain rates.
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wedge corner (roughly 30–40 km depth; Dragert et al., 2001; Gao & Wang, 2017; Rogers & Dragert, 2003) is
averaged out in deriving the decadal velocities and thus does not affect the inversion results. For
determining the locking state of the Cascadia megathrust, we invert the horizontal components of the
>500 GNSS sites west of 120°W (Figure 2). The vertical component generally has a smaller signal-to-noise
ratio, and the geological processes contributing to the vertical deformation other than megathrust locking
are often poorly understood (Wang & Tréhu, 2016).

All the GNSS velocities are defined with respect to a stable NA reference frame and thus can be directly com-
pared to finite element modeling results obtained with fixed far-field boundaries. The observed velocity field
(blue vectors in Figure 2) shows that parts of the upper plate rotate clockwise with respect to the stable NA
plate. In the fore arc, especially south of 46°N, the rotation results in considerable margin-parallel northward
motion. This long-term geological deformation, assumed to be independent of megathrust earthquake
cycles, has been modeled as “block motion” (McCaffrey et al., 2007, 2013; Wells et al., 1998; Wells &
Simpson, 2001). Both the secular block motion and interseismic megathrust locking contribute to contem-
porary crustal deformation, but it is very challenging to distinguish the two contributions from the available
GNSS data (Wang & Tréhu, 2016).

Despite the challenge, McCaffrey et al. (2007), McCaffrey et al. (2013), and Schmalzle et al. (2014) simulta-
neously estimated block motion parameters and megathrust locking by inverting geodetic observations
using an elastic Earth model. We take a simpler approach in this work. We first subtract the bock motion sig-
nal from the GNSS data and then invert the “corrected” GNSS data to infer megathrust locking. This is a valid
approach because the block-motion correction in most places removes a rigid-body velocity field, but the
estimation of megathrust locking state depends heavily on spatial velocity gradients (strain rates). For esti-
mating the effect of interseismic viscoelastic relaxation, the velocity gradients are the most essential. Even

Figure 2. Raw Global Navigation Satellite Systems data (blue) and data corrected with two crustal block models (red). (a)
Correction using the SMM block model (block boundaries not shown) (Schmalzle et al., 2014). (b) Correction using the
WWWblock model (the black dashed lines are block boundaries; Wang, Wang, et al., 2012). In both models, the gray arrows
along the deformation front are Juan de Fuca-North America convergence vectors from DeMets et al. (2010), and the black
arrows are subduction rate vectors after the block-motion correction.
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if the block-motion model used for the correction contains uncertainties, much of the important information
is still in the corrected GNSS data.

To explore how the uncertainties in the block-motion correction affect our results, we correct the GNSS velo-
cities with two very different block-motion models and compare their subsequent inversion results. One of
these is the model of Schmalzle et al. (2014) based on the work of McCaffrey et al. (2007) and McCaffrey
et al. (2013), referred to as the SMM block model. The other is the model of Wang, Wang, et al. (2012) based
on the work of Wells et al. (1998) and Wang et al. (2003), referred to as the WWW model. The SMM model
divides the upper plate into 28 blocks each having its own Euler vectors. The WWWmodel divides the upper
plate into three blocks separated by two straight boundaries (Figure 2b). The block in the south rotates clock-
wise with respect to NA (Euler pole at 49.454°N, 242.7853°E, rotation rate �0.4139°/Ma), and the block in the
north has no rotation (Wang, Wang, et al., 2012). Across the zone in the middle, the deformation rate changes
linearly between these two blocks.

Because of block rotation, local subduction rate can be different from the Juan de Fuca-NA convergence rate.
It is the local subduction rate that is relevant to megathrust locking and creep. For the simpler WWWmodel,
the subduction rate is readily calculated from the Euler vectors. For the SMM model, we derive subduction
rates from the velocities of GNSS sites predicted by the rigid-block rotation models made available to us
by G. Schmalzle (personal communication, 2017). In both cases, the subduction rates vary along strike, typi-
cally close to 40 mm/yr in southern British Columbia and Washington and smaller further south, as shown in
Figure 2. Our model also includes northernmost Cascadia (off central Vancouver Island), where the Explorer
plate is subducting at a rate of 20 mm/yr beneath NA, although there are very few GNSS sites to constrain the
locking state here. Errors in the subduction rates introduced by block-motion correction are difficult to quan-
tify. Because the correction becomes larger generally from north to south (Figure 2), we expect that the errors
in their resultant subduction rates also increase southward. The inversion results presented in the following
sections are based mainly on the SMM model, but the results based on the WWW model will also
be discussed.

3. Inversion Procedure
3.1. Finite Element Model

The finite element model used in this study is constructed using software PyLith (Aagaard et al., 2013). Our
model consists of four domains (Figure 3a): the continental plate, the oceanic plate, the continental mantle
including the mantle wedge, and the oceanic mantle. For comparison purposes, we have constructed both
elastic and viscoelastic versions of the models. In the viscoelastic version, the two convergent plates are
assumed to be elastic, but the mantle is assumed to be viscoelastic. Because we are dealing with interseismic
deformation a few hundred years after a great earthquake, the transient rheology as represented by a bi-
viscous Burgers material (Pollitz, 2003; Wang, Hu, et al., 2012) is considered unimportant, and we assume a
Maxwell mantle rheology. Following the study of Wang, Hu, et al. (2012), the thicknesses of the oceanic
and continental plates are set to be 30 and 40 km, respectively, and the Maxwell viscosities of the continental
and oceanic mantle are assumed to be 1019 and 1020 Pa s, respectively. The rigidity values of the elastic plates
and the mantle are assumed to be 48 and 64 GPa, and the Poisson ratio is assumed to be 0.25 throughout the
model domain. The Maxwell relaxation times (viscosity divided by rigidity) of the continental and oceanic
mantle are thus about 12 and 120 years, respectively.

The western and eastern model boundaries, both about 1,200 km from the subduction zone, and the bottom
boundary at 500 km depth are anchored boundaries (zero displacements). The northern and southern
boundaries, both about 700 km from the subduction zone, are free boundaries (zero stress). The top bound-
ary is also free. We use controlled meshing to let element size vary gradually with space. Small elements
(about 15 km) are used for the continental and oceanic plates, and even smaller elements (about 10 km)
are used near the trench. Large elements (up to 50 km) are used for the deep part of the mantle
(Figure 3a). For the megathrust geometry, we adopt the model compiled by Gao (2016) for which the depth
contours are shown in Figure 4. This model is a combination of a few geometrical models including those of
McCrory et al. (2012) for southern Cascadia, McCrory et al. (2004) for northern Cascadia, and Gao et al. (2017)
for northernmost Cascadia based on megathrust low-frequency-earthquake location information from Royer
and Bostock (2014).
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Interseismic fault locking is simulated using the back slip method (Savage, 1983), that is, the fault slip slowly
in the opposite sense to subduction. The locking ratio is defined as the ratio of the back slip rate to the sub-
duction rate. Full locking is accomplished by having a back slip rate equal to the subduction rate (locking
ratio = 1). The state of no locking (full-speed creep) is accomplished by having zero back slip rate (locking
ratio = 0). The back slip model addresses the deformation field due only to fault locking, with the long-term,
background field assumed to have been subtracted (Savage, 1983). One can also design models that include
both the background field and earthquake-cycle deformation (e.g., Wang et al., 1994), but there are long-
standing unresolved difficulties in dealing with the asymmetry of coseismic and interseismic deformation
in a viscoelastic Earth (Wang, 1995). A better understanding of the entire physical process combined with
advanced numerical modeling (e.g., Sobolev & Muldashev, 2017; van Dinther et al., 2013) may eventually
overcome such difficulties. For the inversion exercise in this work, we prefer the simpler back slip approach.

3.2. Inversion Method

The finite element model described above establishes the following linear system relating surface deforma-
tion to fault locking (back slip) at a late stage of the interseismic phase when deformation rate no longer
changes with time,

G·s ¼ d

where s is the parameter vector containing back slip rates and d is the data vector containing GNSS velocities
shown in Figure 2. The matrix G depends on the model geometry, material properties, and the numerical
structure of the finite element model. Our task is to invert this system to determine s from d. We perform
the linear inversion using MATLAB routine lsqlin, a subspace trust region method based on the interior-
reflective Newton method (Coleman & Li, 1996). In this inversion method, the data are weighted by their
errors expressed as variances.

Figure 3. Configurations of the finite element model. (a) Finite element mesh and four model units: Oceanic plate (yellow),
continental plate (green), oceanic mantle (light blue), and continental mantle (purple). See Figure 4 and other figures for
depth contours of the plate interface. (b) A part of the fault to illustrate patches (outline by thick yellow lines) for which
average back slip rate vectors are determined by the inversion. The green lines are mesh lines along the fault (each element
is about 10 km across).
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In the finite element model, each nodal point on the megathrust fault has a back slip (rate) vector. For con-
venience in the inversion, we reduce the number of back slip vectors by collecting nearby fault nodes into
groups to form patches of uniform locking as illustrated in Figure 3b. Elements along the fault surface are

Figure 4. Map view of preferred viscoelastic locking model in comparison with a corresponding elastic model with the same inversion parameters (Table 1). (a)
Results of the viscoelastic model. (b) Results of the elastic model. In both a and b, the three panels from left to right are locking ratio and Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS) residuals, observed and model GNSS velocities, and observed and model strain rates plus predicted uplift rates contoured at 1 mm/yr
interval (green curves with subsidence dashed). GNSS residuals of sites in the southernmost area (hollow arrows) are not used in the calculation of the root-mean-
square (RMS) residual. In the left panels and all similar maps in this paper, megathrust depth is contoured using gray lines at 10-km interval.
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triangular and about 10 km in size and even smaller near the deformation front. Across each of the ele-
ments shared by neighboring slip patches (those crossed by the thick yellow line in Figure 3b), the back
slip rate (and direction) changes from the uniform value of one patch to the uniform value of the next
patch. In total, we have 235 fault patches from the deformation front to 80 km depth, much deeper than
any physically reasonable seismogenic depth. The patches are roughly 30–40 km in size but much
smaller, ~10 km, near the deformation front. We then generate our “Green’s functions,” that is,
late-interseismic velocities at all the GNSS sites caused by unit back slip of the two components (dip
and strike) of these patches. In the forward simulation to generate the Green’s functions, the unit back
slip vectors at different nodes in the same patch may have slightly different rake values because of slight
variations in fault geometry within the patch. The inversion only determines a single back slip vector for
the average strike and dip directions of each patch.

For the elastic Earth model, the problem is similar to any other geodetic inversion model using the Okada
(1992) solution. The finite element solution differs from the Okada (1992) solution mainly in allowing spatial
variations in material properties as mentioned above, but this is of very minor significance given the uncer-
tainties in the data and other parameters. For the viscoelastic Earth model, we run the Green’s function simu-
lations to 300 years when the deformation no longer exhibits significant change with time. This is 25 times
the 12-year continental-mantle Maxwell time but only 2.5 times the oceanic-mantle Maxwell time. We would
prefer a longer time span or even to the steady state, but given the difficulty of using larger time steps a very
long time after the initial loading in the currently used code, adding another 200 years or more simulation
would make the Green’s function computation extremely time consuming. However, our test runs with var-
ious locking scenarios show that the results at 500 years are similar to those at 300 years for the viscosity
values we use (see Figure S1 in the supporting information). This indicates that the time dependency of upper
plate deformation is controlled mainly by the lower viscosity (smaller Maxwell time) of the continental man-
tle. Note that the Green’s function obtained this way does not include contributions from earlier earthquake
cycles. It is difficult to know how important these earlier contributions are in real Earth, and it is difficult to
know whether published theoretical predictions using kinematically assigned earthquakes and/or two-
dimensional models reflect the actual process. Nevertheless, this simplified procedure potentially gives rise
to some uncertainties that are difficult to quantify.

To cope with the intrinsic nonuniqueness and instability of the inverse problem, we need to impose various
constraints to the 235 back slip rate vectors to be determined by the inversion. One type of constraint is the
limiting locking depth (LLD), below which the megathrust is assumed to be creeping at the full subduction
rate (zero back slip). As we will show subsequently, this constraint is important if a purely elastic Earth model
is used but is hardly needed if a viscoelastic model is used.

Another type of constraint is the boundedness of the back slip rates, which in our inversion is given in
the form of upper and lower bounds. The bounds are imposed differently for the local dip and strike
components of the back slip vectors. In the dip direction, we typically allow the back slip rate to vary
between 0 (full creep) and 40 mm/yr (full locking) for the fault area shallower than the LLD and let the
inversion determine the optimal value for any patch within this area. Because subduction rates generally
decrease southward (Figure 2), a uniform upper bound of 40 mm/yr implies a southward increase in the
tolerance of errors in the subduction rates. This is fortuitously consistent with the expectation of southerly
increasing errors in subduction rates discussed in the Introduction. The back slip rates determined by the
inversion may thus be slightly larger than the subduction rate in very limited area. In some testing cases,
we set the upper bound to a smaller value such as 0 or 20 mm/yr only for the shallowest, near-trench
patches to enforce interseismic trench creep. The bounds for the strike component not only affect the
magnitude of the back slip rate but also control its direction. Given the slight northward obliquity of
subduction, we set the bounds for the strike component to very small positive values (0–10 mm/yr), so
that the back slip is only slightly oblique to the local dip direction. We use a small range instead of a
constant value because the local subduction direction exhibits some along strike variations, even after
the correction for the upper-plate block motion is made (Figure 2).

A third type of constraint is the smoothness of the back slip distribution along the fault surface. The smooth-
ness is introduced using the Laplacian smoothing constraints, which minimize differences between back slip
rate vectors of neighboring fault patches (Wald & Heaton, 1994). In the inversion, the smoothness is
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controlled by a smoothness factor β. A larger β value results in a smoother
distribution. As is well known, there is a trade-off between the model
smoothness and the preciseness of data fit. A very precise fit to the GPS
data may require a very small β, thus producing a rugged locking pattern
which may be unphysical. The optimal smoothness factor is often subjec-
tively chosen and reflects the researchers’ own understanding of the phy-
sics of megathrust locking.

The vector difference vres_j = vobs_j � vmod_j between the observed velo-
city vobs_j and the model-predicted velocity vmod_j at the jth GNSS site is
called the GNSS residual for that site. As a measure of the overall “good-
ness” of data fit, we define a root-mean-square (RMS) residual as follows.

RMS ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
n
∑
n

j¼1
vres j

�� ��2
vuut

where n is the number of sites. Several GNSS sites south of 41°N suffer from
large uncertainties; velocity values vary drastically between nearby sites (Figure 2). We have included these
sites in the inversion but excluded them from the calculation of the RMS residual. The RMS residual is by
no means a sufficient measure of the validity of the results. Because of the notorious nonuniqueness of inver-
sion problems, many models can yield similarly small RMS residual values. In the following section, we will
demonstrate that the effect of viscoelastic relaxation can be unambiguously resolved despite the
nonuniqueness.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Importance of Interseismic Stress Relaxation

Because of viscoelastic relaxation, interseismic crustal deformation occurs far away from the locked zone
(Figure 1). To understand fault locking with a realistic Earth rheology, it is important to derive a solution that
explains the long wavelength deformation pattern. When comparing the performance of elastic and viscoe-
lastic models, we invert the same (block-motion-corrected) GNSS data using the same inversion constraints,
so that the only difference between models is Earth rheology. Using the locking patterns (back slip vectors)
determined by the inversion, we then calculate the predicted surface displacements, strain rates, and RMS
residuals. We should reiterate that a nonzero locking ratio does not always indicate mechanical locking
and stress buildup but only portrays a kinematic state of no slip or slower slip than subduction rate, referred
to as “apparent locking.” A patch of the fault may not be creeping at full rate simply because it is in the stress
shadow of a mechanically locked neighboring patch, and for this reason the “downdip limit” of true mechan-
ical locking cannot be clearly defined by these models (Wang & Tréhu, 2016).

Figure 4 shows our preferred viscoelastic model and the corresponding elastic model, which were both
obtained by inverting the SMM block-motion-corrected GNSS data with the same inversion constraints.
The inversion constraints are (Table 1) LLD = 80 km, smoothing factor β = 400, and maximum back slip rate
at trench of 40mm/yr. In the results of the viscoelastic lockingmodel (Figure 4a), the area of high locking ratio
(>0.6) is shallower than 20 km, in qualitative agreement with the viscoelastic models of Pollitz and Evans
(2017). How the locking ratio decreases further downdip cannot accurately reflect how the frictional behavior
or true mechanical locking varies in the dip direction because of the above-mentioned stress-shadowing
effect. There are some along-strike variations in the degree of locking, with limited creeping off northern
Vancouver Island and southern Oregon, but the pattern of locking-creeping variations is not unique as will
be further discussed in section 4.3.

The shallow locking featured by both models in Figure 4 is consistent with the young age of the subducting
plate and hence the warm thermal regime of this subduction zone (Hyndman & Wang, 1993; Wang & Tréhu,
2016). It is also consistent with the notion that the megathrust seismogenic zone is located mostly offshore,
as can be inferred from the predominance of coastal subsidence in ancient great earthquakes (Atwater &
Hemphill-Haley, 1997; Leonard et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2013). The results also confirm the spatial

Table 1
Model Parameters

Figure
number

Mantle
rheology
(elastic or
viscoelastic)

Block
motion
model

Limiting
locking
depth
(km)

Smoothness
factor

Maximum
back slip
at trench
(mm/yr)

4a V SMM 80 400 40
4b E SMM 80 400 40
5a V SMM 30 400 40
5b E SMM 30 400 40
6a V SMM 80 400 20
8a V SMM 80 1600 40
8b V SMM 80 100 40
8c V SMM 30 40 40
10a V WWW 80 400 40
10b V WWW 30 400 40
10c V WWW 80 400 20
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separation of the seismogenic zone and the zone of episodic tremor and slip, an important issue of fault zone
rheology and dynamics discussed by Gao and Wang (2017). See Figure S2 for a comparison with the tremor
distribution reported by Wells et al. (2017). However, in the elastic version (Figure 4b), there is also significant
locking (locking ratio ~0.4) all the way down to the LLD of 80 km allowed by the model. If the LLD were
greater than 80 km, this “partial locking”would extend to even greater depths. The reason is, as explained in
section 1 (Figure 1), that the elastic model had to incorrectly invoke deep locking in order to fit far-field
surface deformation that is actually caused by interseismic viscoelastic stress relaxation.

Both models shown in Figure 4 feature similarly good fit to GNSS velocities (RMS residual 1.1–1.2 mm/yr), but
the model-predicted vertical deformation patterns show some differences (right panel of Figures 4a and 4b).
One might think that the vertical component of the GNSS data could provide additional and diagnostic infor-
mation to constrain the inversion. However, as discussed by Wang and Tréhu (2016), there are a number of
known or unknown tectonic or nontectonic processes that contribute to crustal tilt at a variety of time scales.
As a result, scientists understand the physics of how the crust is strained (horizontal deformation) much
better than how it is tilted (vertical deformation) in the interseismic phase of the earthquake cycle. It is not
clear how much of the observed tilt is actually associated with interseismic locking of the megathrust. The
problem is compounded by the fact that errors in the vertical component of GNSS data are typically a factor
of three larger than in the horizontal component, yet the vertical deformation signal due to megathrust lock-
ing at Cascadia is usually smaller than the horizontal signal by much more than a factor of three (Wang &
Tréhu, 2016). We do not think current vertical observations can better constrain fault locking.

Because the deep locking seen in Figure 4b is obviously unphysical, we devise models with a shallower LLD to
see if the situation can be improved. The models shown in Figures 5a and 5b are derived by imposing an LLD
of 30 km, but other model parameters are the same as for the models of Figures 4a and 4b, respectively
(Table 1). With the shallower LLD, both the viscoelastic and elastic models yield locking patterns similar to
the preferred model (Figure 4a). The comparison between Figures 4a and 5a indicates that the LLD is an
unimportant constraint for the viscoelastic model. For the elastic model, although the shallower LLD results
in a physically more reasonable locking pattern, it also results in a much worse fit to the GNSS data, with an

Figure 5. Model results showing the effects of limiting locking depth (LLD) allowed in the inversion. (a and b) Locking ratios and Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS) residual of a viscoelastic model and its corresponding elastic model, respectively, both with a 30-km LLD (Table 1). See Figure 4 for explanation of hollow
arrows in the southernmost part of the map area. (c and d) Root-mean-square (RMS) residual of GNSS data fit as a function of LLD for models obtained by inverting
the SMM-corrected data (Figure 2a) andWWW-corrected data (Figure 2b) data, respectively. Except for the LLD value, all the other inversion parameters are the same
as for the model of Figure 4a.
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RMS residual of ~3.1 mm/yr (Figure 5b). The large misfit occurs nearly exclusively in the far-field (Figure 5b). It
arises because the shallow locking in an elastic Earth model can produce surface deformation only near the
locked zone and is unable to explain the observed long-wavelength, far-field deformation that is actually
caused by interseismic stress relaxation (Figure 1). Given the same imposed locking distribution, forward
elastic models systematically predict lower surface velocities in the far field than do viscoelastic models
(Figure S3). Similar far-field misfit is often seen in elastic locking models elsewhere, and the residual is
often incorrectly attributed to long-term geological motion such as back-arc shortening (Li et al., 2015;
Wang, Hu, et al., 2012).

Figures 5c and 5d further illustrate how the model fit to GNSS data is affected by the imposed LLD for a series
of viscoelastic and elastic models based on inverting either the SMM-corrected or WWW-corrected GNSS
data. The other inversion parameters for these models are the same as for the models shown in Figure 4.
The results show that, regardless of which block-motion model is used to correct the GNSS data, the viscoe-
lastic model results are insensitive to the LLD if the value is 30 km or larger, but the elastic models are very
sensitive to this constraint.

4.2. Near-Trench Ambiguity

Because of lack of seafloor geodetic observations, the locking state of the Cascadia megathrust far offshore
cannot be uniquely determined. As shown by Schmalzle et al. (2014) using an elastic Earth model, locking
models featuring full locking (the Gamma model) or little locking (the Gaussian model) at the deformation
front can provide the same fit to the land-based GNSS data. Here we further demonstrate this near-trench
ambiguity using our viscoelastic model. The results are summarized in Figure 6. In these models, by limiting
the back slip rate of the shallowest fault patches (roughly the most updip 10 km of the fault) to a value less
than the subduction rate, we enforce some trench creep. Note that trench creep is allowed in all our models
but is not always enforced, such as for the models shown in Figure 4.

Figure 6. Viscoelastic model results showing the effects of enforcing some fault creep at the deformation front. (a) Locking ratio and Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS) residuals for a viscoelastic model with back slip rates at deformation front limited to 20 mm/yr. All the other inversion parameters are identical to
those for the model of Figure 4a (Table 1). (b) Strain rates plus predicted uplift rates contoured at 1 mm/yr interval (green curves with subsidence dashed) for
the same model as in (a). The straight black lines mark the locations of the margin-normal profiles used for Figure 7. (c and d) Root-mean-square (RMS) residual of
GNSS data fit as a function of allowed maximum back slip (i.e., slip-deficit) rate for viscoelastic models obtained by inverting the SMM-corrected data (Figure 2a)
or WWW-corrected data (Figure 2b), respectively. Except for the enforced trench creep and the β values shown, all the other inversion parameters are the same as for
the model of Figure 4a.
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Figures 6a and 6b show the results of a viscoelastic model in which the back slip rate at the deformation front
is limited to be no greater than 20 mm/yr, representing creeping at half the subduction rate or faster. The
only inversion constraint that is different from those for the models shown in Figure 4 is the limiting slip-
deficit (back slip) rate allowed at the deformation front (Table 1). The model fits the GNSS data almost as well
as the preferred model of Figure 4a, with RMS = 1.3 mm/yr (Figure 6a). It is important to point out, despite the
near-trench ambiguity, that the viscoelastic models shown in Figures 4a and 6a are both devoid of the deep
locking seen in the elastic model of Figure 4b. The main point of the paper discussed in section 4.1 is not
affected by the near-trench ambiguity.

Figures 6c and 6d summarize the data misfit of the viscoelastic models with various degrees of enforced
trench creep by inverting either the SMM-corrected or WWW-corrected GNSS data. Because the value of
the smoothness factor also affects the misfit, we show results for a value of 400 as in the preferred model
(Figure 4a) and for a value of 800 (smoother). The effect of the smoothness factor will be further discussed
in section 4.3. Overall, the inversion tends to favor no or less trench creep, but the difference in data fit
between having no enforced creep and having some enforced creep (such as a maximum back slip rate
of 20 or 30 mm/yr) is quite small, regardless of which block-motion model is used to correct the
GNSS data.

Using four trench-normal profiles with locations indicated in Figure 6b, we further illustrate how various
degrees of enforced trench creep affect data fit (Figure 7). With either full, half (20 mm/yr back slip rate),
or zero enforced creep, the models fit the land-based horizontal GNSS data equally well, but the results
also show that the land-based GNSS observations have very limited resolving power far offshore. More

Figure 7. Surface velocities along four profiles (locations shown in Figure 6b) predicted by three viscoelastic models with
different amounts of enforced trench creep and comparison with Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) data.
Maximum back slip rate allowed at the deformation front is 0, 20, and 40 mm/yr for the full, half, and zero creep models,
respectively. The GNSS data are from an ~30-kmwide corridor along each profile. Only horizontal components of the GNSS
data were used for the inversion. The error bars for the GNSS data represent one standard deviation measurement
uncertainty. The dashed gray line marks the location of the deformation front.
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importantly, they demonstrate that even a few additional GNSS seafloor sites would dramatically
improve the situation and help to identify which of these “competing” models better reflects reality.
The importance of having seafloor GNSS observations in resolving megathrust locking has been
demonstrated in the Nankai subduction zone with a rather uniform distribution of seafloor sites that
illuminates mostly along-strike variations of interseismic seafloor velocities (Yokota et al., 2016). The
results in Figure 7 as well as Figure 6 indicate that a more strategically designed site distribution that
targets both along-strike and trench-normal variations will yield more diagnostic observational
constraints for megathrust locking.

For both onshore and offshore, the model-predicted vertical velocity values are much smaller than the
horizontal values (Figure 7). In terms of resolving near-trench locking, seafloor vertical observations may
not be as diagnostic as seafloor horizontal observations. However, not reflected by the models in this work,
continuous monitoring of vertical deformation and tilt offshore with seafloor and borehole pressure sensors
and tilt meters is invaluable for detecting fault slip transients (e.g., Wallace et al., 2016). The slip transients or
slow slip events are creep pulses and offer critically important information on the locking or creeping state of
the megathrust.

4.3. Further Discussion

The present study aims to address the issue of interseismic stress relaxation by invoking more
realistic Earth rheology. However, the improved Earth model by no means solves the problem of non-
uniqueness of the inverse problem. In the preceding sections, we have illustrated the effects of
imposing different LLD values and/or trench-creep rates on the inferred locking pattern. Here we
further discuss the effects of the smoothness factor β and the type of block-motion models used
for correcting the GNSS data.

The smoothness of the slip distribution is a crude description of the spatial correlation between slip vectors. The
choice of the value of β thus reflects the researchers’ own understanding of how sharply and smoothly the slip
should vary along the fault surface. Given the ill-posedness of the inverse problem and the lack of offshore

Figure 8. Examples of other viscoelastic locking models that also fit the Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) data to illustrate the effect of assumed smooth-
ness factor β. Full locking is allowed at the trench, and the SMM model (Figure 2a) is used to correct the GNSS data (Table 1). (a) Same as the preferred model
(Figure 4a) except β = 1,600. (b) Same as the preferred model (Figure 4a) except β = 100. (c) With β = 40 and limiting locking depth = 30 km, a model can be obtained
to feature a creeping segment off Oregon similar to that of Schmalzle et al. (2014).
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constraints, it is natural that different researchers may prefer different degrees of smoothness and derive
somewhat different patterns of megathrust locking from the same geodetic observations. Our preferred
model uses β = 400 (Figure 4a). Figures 8a and 8b show how the locking pattern is affected if we
increase or decrease the value by a factor of 4 while keeping all the other inversion parameters unchanged
(Table 1). Not surprisingly, a higher β value (Figure 8a) results in a smoother locking pattern but worse data
fit, and a lower value (Figure 8b) results in a more rugged locking pattern but better data fit. Because
greater smoothing causes slip vectors farther apart in both the dip and strike directions to be similar, the
high β value of 1,600 results in more creep at the trench (to be more similar to the deeper part of
the fault; Figure 8a). Anisotropic smoothing with greater smoothing along strike but less in the dip
direction (e.g., Dragert & Wang, 2011) would yield more realistic results, but it cannot be accomplished
with the computer code used in this work. This is a factor contributing to our choice of using a value of
400 for β in the preferred model.

Nonetheless, the locking distributions show some robust features even with very different smoothness
factors: The locking ratio decreases northward north of 49°N, is high between 46°N and 48°N, and is low in
central or southern Cascadia but not in the same area as the creeping segment of Schmalzle et al. (2014).
If we use β = 40 in conjunction with LLD = 30 km, we can produce a creeping segment more similar to that
of Schmalzle et al. (2014; Figure 8c).

Figure 9 illustrates the effect of the smoothness factor on data fit in a fuller manner and for various LLDs, dif-
ferent amounts of enforced trench creep, two different Earth rheology models (elastic versus viscoelastic),
and two block motion correction models (SMM versus WWW) for the GNSS data. Given Earth rheology, the
level of RMS residuals is controlled more strongly by the LLD and enforced trench creep than by the smooth-
ness factor, unless full-rate creep is imposed at the deformation front.

As discussed in section 2, there is ambiguity and uncertainty in defining long-term deformation of the upper
plate. We choose to use the SMM block-motion model to correct the GNSS data for the long-term motion. To
illustrate how the correction affects inversion results, we also consider the WWW block-motion model. The
overall performance of the WWW correction in terms of the RMS of GNSS velocity residuals has been illu-
strated in Figures 5d, 6d, and 9. In Figure 10, we show the map view of three representative viscoelastic mod-
els based on the WWW correction for a more detailed comparison with those based on the SMM correction.
Except for the different block-motion correction, the models in Figures 10a, 10b, and 10c are derived in

Figure 9. Effects of the smoothness factor on root-mean-square (RMS) residual of Global Navigation Satellite Systems data
fit. For each block-motion model, the upper panel shows the results of elastic and viscoelastic models with either 80- or
30-km limiting locking depth (LLD), and the lower panel shows the results of viscoelastic models with 80-km LLD but
different trench-creep rates. Full, half, and zero creep mean maximum back slip rates at the deformation front are limited
not to exceed 0, 20, and 40 mm/yr, respectively.
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exactly the same way as the models in Figures 4a, 5a, and 6a, respectively (Table 1). Their overall locking
patterns are similar to their SMM counterparts. The largest difference occurs in the southernmost part the
model area, where the two types of correction show the greatest difference (Figure 2). All the discussions
based on the SMM-based models regarding the roles of the LLD, enforced trench creep, smoothness
factors, and, above all, the importance of interseismic viscoelastic stress relaxation apply to the WWW-
based models.

The assumed viscosity values of the continental mantle (1019 Pa s) and oceanic mantle (1020 Pa s) for
all the models presented in this paper are based on earlier subduction zone earthquake cycle mod-
eling work and relevant literature (Wang, Hu, et al., 2012). To illustrate partially how uncertainties in
mantle rheology may affect our results, we show in Figure S4 GNSS site velocities predicted with the
continental mantle viscosity value changed by a factor of 5 or 0.5. The lower viscosity leads to almost
no change to the results. For the higher viscosity, we run the model to 25 Maxwell times (1,500 years),
so that the results are comparable to those of the lower viscosities. For the scenario of very shallow
locking such as in the preferred model (Figure 4a), increasing the viscosity by a factor of 5 makes
practically no difference (Figure S4). For deeper locking due to imposed full-rate creep of the shallow
fault (Figure S4), a scenario we consider much less reasonable, the higher viscosity results in slower
site motion, which means that a slightly higher locking ratio would be inferred from the same
GNSS data. Of course, with such high viscosity values, the situation would be more complex because
it would take much longer to relax the stress induced by the previous earthquake. Given the large
ambiguity of the locking state due to the lack of seafloor constraints, we are not in a position to offer
meaningful insights as to how the inversion results might be improved by including spatial and tem-
poral viscosity variations.

A common way to illustrate “resolution” of inversion models involves the use of checkerboard tests. We have
carried out checkerboard tests for our inversions. However, given the large ambiguities caused by the lack of
near-field constraints as illustrated by the many examples so far discussed, we do not think the checkerboard
results are very useful and hence do not display them here.

Figure 10. Examples of viscoelastic lockingmodels by inverting Global Navigation Satellite Systems data corrected with theWWWblockmodel (Figure 2b). (a) WWW
version of the preferredmodel of Figure 4a. (b) WWW version of the model shown in Figure 5a (limiting locking depth = 30 km). (c) WWW version of the model shown
in Figure 6a, with maximum 20-mm/yr back slip at the deformation front.
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5. Conclusions

Most models of interseismic locking state of megathrust faults worldwide are derived from geodetic data
using an elastic Earth model. The neglect of viscoelastic stress relaxation in these models leads to an overpre-
diction of locking depth and/or failure to explain far-field, long-wavelength crustal deformation. The problem
is particularly obvious for subduction zones that are at a late-stage of interseismic locking such as Cascadia at
present (Wang & Tréhu, 2016) and the Japan Trench prior to the Tohoku-oki earthquake (Wang et al., 2018).
Based on our results of inverting GNSS data to infer the locking state of the Cascadia megathrust using a finite
element viscoelastic model, we draw the following conclusions:

1. Locking models based on the viscoelastic rheology are more consistent with known physical processes of
subduction earthquake cycles than are elastic models. Until offshore geodetic measurements provide cri-
tically needed additional constraints, the model of high degrees of locking at shallow depths shown in
Figure 4a is regarded as a preferred working model. We are mindful that the locking ratio is a kinematic
description of the rate of motion; it should not be directly translated to spatial variations in frictional prop-
erties and shear stress or directly used without further analysis to predict patterns of future megathrust
rupture, particularly in the dip direction.

2. For inversion models using the viscoelastic Earth rheology, the assigned LLD is unimportant. Even with an
LLD of 80 km, high locking ratios tend to be confined to less than 20-km depths. Deeper locking is not
needed because far-field crustal deformation is explained by interseismic stress relaxation.

3. Regardless of Earth rheology, the lack of offshore, near-field geodetic constraints leads to severe ambigu-
ity in the locking state of the shallowest part of the megathrust. Our model results imply that even a small
number of strategically located seafloor GNSS sites would revolutionize the knowledge of shallow locking
or creeping at Cascadia. Seafloor measurements of vertical velocities averaged over a few years or longer
will not be as diagnostic as horizontal velocities in constraining shallow locking (illustrated in Figure 7a),
but continuous monitoring of vertical deformation for the purpose of detecting transient events will pro-
vide important information (not illustrated in this paper).

4. Regardless of the Earth rheology, assumed smoothness of the locking distribution affects details of the
locking pattern obtained by the inversion, especially the presence and locations of creeping segments.
The preferred model in Figure 4a features moderate smoothness. Only near-field, seafloor observations
can constrain the actual smoothness and along-strike variations of the locking state.

5. Long-term deformation of the upper plate is and will remain to be a source of uncertainty for Cascadia
megathrust locking models. For the purpose of demonstrating the importance of interseismic stress
relaxation, the two tested block-motion models (Figure 2) lead to the same conclusions.
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